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Microstrip Lines And Slotlines
In many applications, radio frequency (RF) signals need
to be transmitted and processed without being
digitalized. Optical fiber provides a transmission medium
in which RF modulated optical carriers can be
transmitted and distributed with very low loss, making it
more efficient and less costly than conventional
electronic systems. This volume presents a review of RF
photonic components, transmission systems, and signal
processing examples in optical fibers from leading
academic, government, and industry scientists working in
this field. It also introduces the reader to various related
technologies such as direct modulation of laser sources,
external modulation techniques, and detectors. The text
is aimed at engineers and scientists engaged in the
research and development of optical fibers and analog
RF applications. With an emphasis on design,
performance and practical application, this book will be
of particular interest to those developing systems based
on this technology.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Today’s Up-to-Date, Step-by-Step Guide to
Designing Active Microwave Circuits Microwave Circuit
Design is a complete guide to modern circuit design,
including simulation tutorials that demonstrate Keysight
Technologies’ Advanced Design System (ADS), one of
today’s most widely used electronic design automation
packages. And the software-based circuit design
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techniques that Yeom presents can be easily adapted for
any modern tool or environment. Throughout, author
Kyung-Whan Yeom uses the physical interpretation of
basic concepts and concrete examples—not exhaustive
calculations—to clearly and concisely explain the
essential theory required to design microwave circuits,
including passive and active device concepts,
transmission line theory, and the basics of highfrequency measurement. To bridge the gap between
theory and practice, Yeom presents real-world, hands-on
examples focused on key elements of modern
communication systems, radars, and other microwave
transmitters and receivers. Practical coverage includes
Up-to-date microwave simulation design examples
based on ADS and easily adaptable to any simulator
Detailed, step-by-step derivations of key design
parameters related to procedures, devices, and
performance Relevant, hands-on problem sets in every
chapter Clear discussions of microwave IC
categorization and roles; passive device impedances
and equivalent circuits; coaxial and microstrip
transmission lines; active devices (FET, BJT, DC Bias);
and impedance matching A complete, step-by-step
introduction to circuit simulation using the ADS toolset
and window framework Low noise amplifier (LNA)
design: gains, stability, conjugate matching, and noise
circles Power amplifier (PA) design: optimum load
impedances, classification, linearity, and composite PAs
Microwave oscillator design: oscillation conditions, phase
noise, basic circuits, and dielectric resonators Phase lock
loops (PLL) design: configuration, operation,
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components, and loop filters Mixer design: specifications,
Schottky diodes, qualitative analysis of mixers (SEM,
SBM, DBM), and quantitative analysis of single-ended
mixer (SEM) Microwave Circuit Design brings together
all the practical skills graduate students and
professionals need to successfully design today’s active
microwave circuits.
MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
DESIGN THROUGH MATLAB® This book teaches the
student community microwave integrated circuit
component design through MATLAB®, helping the
reader to become conversant in using codes and,
thereafter, commercial software for verification purposes
only. Microwave circuit theory and its comparisons,
transmission line networks, S-parameters, ABCD
parameters, basic design parameters of planar
transmission lines (striplines, microstrips, slot lines,
coplanar waveguides, finlines), filter theory, Smith chart,
inverted Smith chart, stability circles, noise figure circles
and microwave components, are thoroughly explained in
the book. The chapters are planned in such a way that
readers get a thorough understanding to ensure
expertise in design. Aimed at senior undergraduates,
graduates and researchers in electrical engineering,
electromagnetics, microwave circuit design and
communications engineering, this book: • Explains basic
tools for design and analysis of microwave circuits such
as the Smith chart and network parameters • Gives the
advantage of realizing the output without wiring the
circuit by simulating through MATLAB code • Compares
distributed theory with network theory • Includes
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microwave components, filters and amplifiers S.
Raghavan was a Senior Professor (HAG) in the
Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering, National Institute of Technology (NIT),
Trichy, India and has 39 years of teaching and research
experience at the Institute. His interests include:
microwave integrated circuits, RF MEMS, Bio MEMS,
metamaterial, frequency selective surfaces (FSS),
substrate integrated waveguides (SIW), biomedical
engineering and microwave engineering. He has
established state-of-the-art MICs and microwave
research laboratories at NIT, Trichy with funding from the
Indian government. He is a Fellow/Senior Member in
more than 24 professional societies including: IEEE
(MTT, EMBS, APS), IETE, IEI, CSI, TSI, ISSS, ILA and
ISOI. He is twice a recipient of the Best Teacher Award,
and has received the Life Time Achievement Award,
Distinguished Professor of Microwave Integrated Circuit
Award and Best Researcher Award.
Based on Bahl and Bhartia's popular 1980 classic,
Microstrip Antennas, this all new book provides the detail
antenna engineers and designers need to design any
type of microstrip antenna. After addressing essential
microchip antenna theory, the authors highlight current
design and engineering practices, emphasizing the most
pressing issues in this area, including broadbanding,
circular polarization, and active microstrip antennas in
particular. Special design challenges, ranging from dual
polarization, high bandwidth, and surface wave
mitigation, to choosing the proper substrate, and shaping
an antenna to achieve desired results are all covered.
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This new resource presents readers with all relevant
information and comprehensive design methodology of
wideband amplifiers. This book specifically focuses on
distributed amplifiers and their main components, and
presents numerous RF and microwave applications
including well-known historical and recent architectures,
theoretical approaches, circuit simulation, and practical
implementation techniques. A great resource for
practicing designers and engineers, this book contains
numerous well-known and novel practical circuits,
architectures, and theoretical approaches with detailed
description of their operational principles.
"This anthology combines 15 years of microstrip antenna
technology research into one significant volume and
includes a special introductory tutorial by the co-editors.
Covering theory, design and modeling techniques and
methods, this source book is an excellent reference tool
for engineers who want to become more familiar with
microstrip antennas and microwave systems. Proven
antenna designs, novel solutions to practical design
problemsand relevant papers describing the theory of
operation and analysis of microstrip antennas are
contained within this convenient reference."
Annotation This practical "how to" book is an ideal
introduction to electromagnetic field-solvers. Where most
books in this area are strictly theoretical, this unique
resource provides engineers with helpful advice on
selecting the right tools for their RF (radio frequency) and
high-speed digital circuit design work
The ultimate handbook on microwave circuit design with
CAD. Full of tips and insights from seasoned industry
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veterans, Microwave Circuit Design offers practical, proven
advice on improving the design quality of microwave passive
and active circuits-while cutting costs and time. Covering all
levels of microwave circuit design from the elementary to the
very advanced, the book systematically presents computeraided methods for linear and nonlinear designs used in the
design and manufacture of microwave amplifiers, oscillators,
and mixers. Using the newest CAD tools, the book shows
how to design transistor and diode circuits, and also details
CAD's usefulness in microwave integrated circuit (MIC) and
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology.
Applications of nonlinear SPICE programs, now available for
microwave CAD, are described. State-of-the-art coverage
includes microwave transistors (HEMTs, MODFETs,
MESFETs, HBTs, and more), high-power amplifier design,
oscillator design including feedback topologies, phase noise
and examples, and more. The techniques presented are
illustrated with several MMIC designs, including a wideband
amplifier, a low-noise amplifier, and an MMIC mixer. This
unique, one-stop handbook also features a major case study
of an actual anticollision radar transceiver, which is compared
in detail against CAD predictions; examples of actual circuit
designs with photographs of completed circuits; and tables of
design formulae.
Balanis’ second edition of Advanced Engineering
Electromagnetics – a global best-seller for over 20 years –
covers the advanced knowledge engineers involved in
electromagnetic need to know, particularly as the topic relates
to the fast-moving, continually evolving, and rapidly
expanding field of wireless communications. The immense
interest in wireless communications and the expected
increase in wireless communications systems projects
(antenna, microwave and wireless communication) points to
an increase in the number of engineers needed to specialize
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in this field. In addition, the Instructor Book Companion Site
contains a rich collection of multimedia resources for use with
this text. Resources include: Ready-made lecture notes in
Power Point format for all the chapters. Forty-nine MATLAB®
programs to compute, plot and animate some of the wave
phenomena Nearly 600 end-of-chapter problems, that's an
average of 40 problems per chapter (200 new problems; 50%
more than in the first edition) A thoroughly updated Solutions
Manual 2500 slides for Instructors are included.
"Must reading" for every microwave and communications
systems engineer, this first-of-its-kind book provides an
excellent overview of coupled line fundamentals and explains
their applications in designing microwave and millimeter-wave
components used in today's personal communication,
audio/visual, microwave, radar, satellite communications, and
other systems. This unique book provides you with a
thorough understanding of stripline, microstrip, monolithic,
and coplanar technologies. Emphasizing design, analysis,
and modern fabrication techniques and practices, it provides
invaluable knowledge and guidance in helping you develop
compact and low-cost design solutions and components such
as loose and tight couplers, filters, hybrids, transformers, and
baluns. Featuring more than 400 design equations, this
comprehensive book serves as a consolidated resource of
classic and cutting-edge information on coupled structures
and will surely prove to be one of the most relied-upon
resources for microwave circuit design engineers,
researchers, and students.
Microwave and RF Design: Transmission Lines builds on the
concepts of forward- and backward-traveling waves. Many
examples are included of advanced techniques for analyzing
and designing transmission line networks with microstrip lines
primarily used in design examples. Coupled-lines are an
important functional element in microwave circuits, and circuit
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equivalents of coupled lines are introduced as fundamental
building blocks in design. The text and examples introduce
the often hidden design requirements of mitigating parasitic
effects and eliminating unwanted modes of operation. This
book is suitable as both an undergraduate and graduate
textbook, as well as a career-long reference book. Key
Features * The second volume of a comprehensive series on
microwave and RF design * Open access ebook editions are
hosted by NC State University Libraries at
https://repository.lib.ncsu.edu/handle/1840.20/36776 * 56
worked examples * An average of 31 exercises per chapter *
Answers to selected exercises * Focus on planar lines
including microstrip * A companion book, Fundamentals of
Microwave and RF Design, is suitable as a comprehensive
undergraduate textbook on microwave engineering
The Transmission Line Design Handbook consolidates and
distills key design data from over 600 original sources. It
features 800 equations, 220 illustrations, and 610 references.
By 1990 the wireless revolution had begun. In late 2000, Mike
Golio gave the world a significant tool to use in this revolution:
The RF and Microwave Handbook. Since then, wireless
technology spread across the globe with unprecedented
speed, fueled by 3G and 4G mobile technology and the
proliferation of wireless LANs. Updated to reflect this
tremendous growth, the second edition of this widely
embraced, bestselling handbook divides its coverage
conveniently into a set of three books, each focused on a
particular aspect of the technology. Six new chapters cover
WiMAX, broadband cable, bit error ratio (BER) testing, highpower PAs (power amplifiers), heterojunction bipolar
transistors (HBTs), as well as an overview of microwave
engineering. Over 100 contributors, with diverse backgrounds
in academic, industrial, government, manufacturing, design,
and research reflect the breadth and depth of the field. This
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eclectic mix of contributors ensures that the coverage
balances fundamental technical issues with the important
business and marketing constraints that define commercial
RF and microwave engineering. Focused chapters filled with
formulas, charts, graphs, diagrams, and tables make the
information easy to locate and apply to practical cases. The
new format, three tightly focused volumes, provides not only
increased information but also ease of use. You can find the
information you need quickly, without wading through material
you don’t immediately need, giving you access to the caliber
of data you have come to expect in a much more user-friendly
format.
Offering a comprehensive, practical treatment of microstrip
circuit design and thorough look at the underpinnings of this
important area of planar technology, this unique book is the
perfect reference for engineers at all levels. The book
provides you with an in-depth survey of microstrip technique
and shows you how to overcome design problems with
quarter/half wavelength and multistep transformers, power
amplifier matching, and filter circuits. Moreover, you find
expert guidance in avoiding the parasitics caused by higherorder modes.
The aim of this book is to serve as a design reference for
students and as an up-to-date reference for researchers. It
also acts as an excellent introduction for newcomers to the
field and offers established rf/microwave engineers a
comprehensive refresher. The content is roughly classified
into two – the first two chapters provide the necessary
fundamentals, while the last three chapters focus on design
and applications. Chapter 2 covers detailed treatment of
transmission lines. The Smith chart is utilized in this chapter
as an important tool in the synthesis of matching networks for
microwave amplifiers. Chapter 3 contains an exhaustive
review of microstrip circuits, culled from various references.
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Chapter 4 offers practical design information on solid state
amplifiers, while Chapter 5 contains topics on the design of
modern planar filters, some of which were seldom published
previously. A set of problems at the end of each chapter
provides the readers with exercises which are compiled from
actual university exam questions. An extensive list of
references is available at the end of each chapter to enable
readers to obtain further information on the topics covered.
A single text that incorporates all of the theoretical principles
and practical aspects of planar transmission line devices since the early development of striplines, it has been sought
by countless microwave engineers, researchers, and
students. With the publication of Networks and Devices Using
Planar Transmission Lines, the search for that one
authoritative resource is over. This is more than just a
handbook, much more than a theoretical treatment. It's the
ideal integration of the theory and applications of planar
transmission lines and devices. Striplines, microstrips, slot
lines, coplanar waveguides and strips, phase shifters,
hybrids, and more - the author examines them all. For each
type of structure, his treatment is complete and selfcontained, including: Geometric characteristics Electric and
magnetic field lines Solution techniques for the
electromagnetic problem Quasi-static, coupled modes, and
full wave analysis methods Design equations Attenuation
Practical considerations Of particular interest is the author's
comprehensive treatment of planar ferrimagnetic devices,
such as phase shifters, isolators, and circulators, and three
appendices dedicated to the theoretical aspects of
ferrimagetism. Five other appendices provide thorough
reviews of various theoretical concepts implicit in the body of
the work, such as wave theory, the external properties of
networks, and resonant circuits.
This volume, RF and Microwave Applications and Systems,
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includes a wide range of articles that discuss RF and
microwave systems used for communication and radar and
heating applications. Commercial, avionics, medical, and
military applications are addressed. An overview of
commercial communications systems is provided. Past,
current, and emerging cellular systems, navigation systems,
and satellite-based systems are discussed. Specific voice and
data commercial systems are investigated more thoroughly in
individual chapters that follow. Detailed discussions of military
electronics, avionics, and radar (both military and automotive)
are provided in separate chapters. A chapter focusing on
FR/microwave energy used for therapeutic medicine is also
provided. Systems considerations including thermal,
mechanical, reliability, power management, and safety are
discussed in separate chapters. Engineering processes are
also explored in articles about corporate initiatives, cost
modeling, and design reviews. The book closes with a
discussion of the underlying physics of electromagnetic
propagation and interference. In addition to new chapters on
WiMAX and broadband cable, nearly every existing chapter
features extensive updates and several were completely
rewritten to reflect the massive changes areas such as radio
navigation and electronic warfare.
Since the second edition of this book was published in 1996,
planar transmission line technology has progressed
considerably due to developments in ultrawideband (UWB)
communications, imaging, and RFID applications. In addition,
the simultaneous demands for compactness of wireless
electronic devices while meeting improved performance
requirements, necessitates increased use of computer-aided
design, simulation, and analysis by microwave engineers.
This book is written to help engineers successfully meet these
challenges. Details include the development of governing
equations, basis functions, Green’s function and typical
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results. More than 1200 equations supplement the text.
Special attention is given to the use of simulation software in
the design of complex devices and understanding the
connection between data collected from simulation software
and the actual design process. The book is primarily intended
for microwave design engineers and R&D specialists who
need to employ planar transmission lines in designing
distributed circuits and antenna systems for a wide range of
wireless applications. Advanced undergraduate and graduate
students in electronics and telecommunication engineering
will also welcome this addition to your library.
This contributed volume presents a comprehensive
discussion of the design of passive circuits, solid state
devices, and microwave solid state circuits. Because this is a
very diversified area, the subject can only be covered well by
a team of authors who are specialists in different topics. The
editors of this book have brought together just such a team.
Coverage is state-of-the-art and includes extensive
references and problems. Topics covered include
transmission lines and lumped elements, resonators,
impedance matching networks, hybrids and couplers, filters,
active and passive solid state devices, oscillators, amplifiers,
detectors and mixers, microwave control circuits, frequency
multipliers and dividers, computer-aided design, microwave
integrated circuits, and future trends in microwave circuits.
Appendixes cover S-parameters and ABCD parameters;
transfer functions: Bessel, Butterworth, Chebyshev,
Gaussian, etc.; nonreciprocal components, and noise.
This book discusses the analysis, circuit modeling, and
applications of transmission lines loaded with electrically
small resonators (mostly resonators inspired by
metamaterials), focusing on the study of the symmetry-related
electromagnetic properties of these loaded lines. It shows
that the stopband functionality (resonance) that these lines
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exhibit can be controlled by the relative orientation between
the line and the resonator, which determines their mutual
coupling. Such resonance controllability, closely related to
symmetry, is essential for the design of several microwave
components, such as common-mode suppressed differential
lines, novel microwave sensors based on symmetry
disruption, and spectral signature radio-frequency barcodes.
Other interesting aspects, such as stopband bandwidth
enhancement (due to inter-resonator coupling, and related to
complex modes) and magnetoelectric coupling between the
transmission lines and split-ring resonators, are also included
in the book.
The first edition of “Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave
Applications” was published in 2001. Over the years the book
has been well received and is used extensively in both
academia and industry by microwave researchers and
engineers. From its inception as a manuscript the book is
almost 8 years old. While the fundamentals of filter circuits
have not changed, further innovations in filter realizations and
other applications have occurred with changes in the
technology and use of new fabrication processes, such as the
recent advances in RF MEMS and ferroelectric films for
tunable filters; the use of liquid crystal polymer (LCP)
substrates for multilayer circuits, as well as the new filters for
dual-band, multi-band and ultra wideband (UWB)
applications. Although the microstrip filter remains as the
main transmission line medium for these new developments,
there has been a new trend of using combined planar
transmission line structures such as co-planar waveguide
(CPW) and slotted ground structures for novel physical
implementations beyond the single layer in order to achieve
filter miniaturization and better performance. Also, over the
years, practitioners have suggested topics that should be
added for completeness, or deleted in some cases, as they
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were not very useful in practice. In view of the above, the
authors are proposing a revised version of the “Microstrip
Filters for RF/Microwave Applications” text and a slightly
changed book title of “Planar Filters for RF/Microwave
Applications” to reflect the aforementioned trends in the
revised book.
Building on the success of the previous three editions,
Foundations for Microstrip Circuit Design offers extensive
new, updated and revised material based upon the latest
research. Strongly design-oriented, this fourth edition
provides the reader with a fundamental understanding of this
fast expanding field making it a definitive source for
professional engineers and researchers and an indispensable
reference for senior students in electronic engineering. Topics
new to this edition: microwave substrates, multilayer
transmission line structures, modern EM tools and
techniques, microstrip and planar transmision line design,
transmission line theory, substrates for planar transmission
lines, Vias, wirebonds, 3D integrated interposer structures,
computer-aided design, microstrip and power-dependent
effects, circuit models, microwave network analysis,
microstrip passive elements, and slotline design
fundamentals.
Presents to a wide range of students and engineers up-todate techniques of MICs, with readily comprehensible
explanations, providing a unified description of MICs,
clarifying physical content, including sufficient data to be
directly useful to active engineers, and providing a path of
entry into th
Be better prepared to meet design challenges with the latest
design and analysis data available on planar microwave
transmission structures-including microstrip lines, slotlines,
and coplanar waveguides. Four expert authors offer you
today's most comprehensive information on transmission
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structures used in hybrid and monolithic circuits at microwave
and mm-wave frequencies.
This authoritative resource presents current practices for the
design of RF and microwave filters. This one-stop reference
provides readers with essential and practical information in
order to design their own filter design software package,
ultimately saving time and money. Essential building blocks
for each type of filter are presented including network theory,
transmission lines, and coupling mechanisms. This book
presents a detailed discussion of the Low Pass Filter
prototype, which is then extended to other configurations
such as high pass, band pass, band stop, diplexers, and
multiplexers. Microwave Network Theory and Transmission
Line Coupling Mechanisms are presented along with a
comprehensive discussion of the characteristics of commonly
used transmission lines such as waveguides, Striplines, and
Microstrip lines. Numerous design examples are presented to
demonstrate an inclusive design methodology.
Be better prepared to meet design challenges with the latest
design and analysis data available on planar microwave
transmission structuresincluding microstrip lines, slotlines,
and coplanar waveguides. Four expert authors offer you
todays most comprehensive information on transmission
structures used in hybrid and monolithic circuits at microwave
and mm-wave frequencies.
Stripline-Like Transmission Lines For Microwave Integrated
Circuits Offers A Unique Combination Of A Textbook And A
Design Data Handbook. It Provides An Exhaustive Coverage
Of The Analysis, Design And Applications Of Stripline-Like
Transmission Lines. Starting From The Fundamental
Principles, The Book Builds Up On Analytical Techniques
Towards The Solution Of Various Structures In A Lucid And
Systematic Manner So As To Be Of Direct Utility For
Classroom Teaching. Both Quasi- Static And Hybrid-Mode
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Analyses Are Included. A Unified Analytical Technique Is
Developed Which Is Then Applied To A Class Of Single
Conductor, Edge-Coupled Andbroadside-Coupled Structures
Using Isotropic/Anisotropic Substrates. The Same Technique
Is Extended To Analyse Rectangular Conductor Patches,
Open-Circuit End Effects And Gap Capacitances In These
Structures. The Analyses Of Losses And Details Of Power
Handling Capability Are Also Presented. For R & D Engineers
Involved In Mic Design, The Book Offers Unified Formulas
And Closed Form Expressions Which Are Readily
Programmable, Graphical Illustrations And Extensive Tables
Of Data On Propagation Parameters For A Wide Variety Of
Practical Structures Using Commercially Available Dielectric
Substrates. The Book Concludes With A Chapter On Circuit
Applications Which Discusses The Constructional Features,
Transitions To Coaxial Lines And Waveguides, And Design
Aspects Of A Member Of Mic Components--Couplers,
Hybrids, Baluns, Power Dividers, Filters, Pin Diode Switches,
Attenuators And Phase Shifters, And Mixers.
This book differentiates itself by presenting microwave and
RF technology from a circuit design viewpoint, rather than a
set of electromagnetic problems. The emphasis is on gaining
a practical understanding of often overlooked but vital
physical processes. This resource provides microwave circuit
engineers with analytical techniques for understanding and
designing high-frequency circuits almost entirely from a circuit
point of view. Electromagnetic concepts are not avoided, but
they are employed only as necessary to support circuittheoretical ones or to describe phenomena such as radiation
and surface waves in microstrip.
Up-to-date coverage of the analysis and applications of
coplanarwaveguides to microwave circuits and antennas The
unique feature of coplanar waveguides, as opposed to
moreconventional waveguides, is their uniplanar construction,
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in whichall of the conductors are aligned on the same side of
thesubstrate. This feature simplifies manufacturing and allows
fasterand less expensive characterization using on-wafer
techniques. Coplanar Waveguide Circuits, Components, and
Systems isan engineer's complete resource, collecting all of
the availabledata on the subject. Rainee Simons thoroughly
discusses propagationparameters for conventional coplanar
waveguides and includesvaluable details such as the
derivation of the fundamentalequations, physical
explanations, and numerical examples. Coverage also
includes: Discontinuities and circuit elements Transitions to
other transmission media Directional couplers, hybrids, and
magic T Microelectromechanical systems based switches and
phaseshifters Tunable devices using ferroelectric materials
Photonic bandgap structures Printed circuit antennas
Solid State Materials have been gaining importance in recent
times especially in the context of devices which can provide
necessary infrastructure and flexibility for various human
endeavours. In this context, microwave materials have a
unique place especially in various device applications as well
as in communication networks. Various technological
developments are taking place in fine-tuning these materials
for specific applicatio"ns and in fixed band frequencies.
Though the science and technology of these materials has
reached an advanced stage, systematic attempts are still
lacking in bringing all available information in a single source.
The present. volume is a modest attempt in this direction,
though it cannot be considered to be the one that satisfies
completely desired components and information required.
The editors have enlisted certain articles of interest in this
area, especially those dealing with measurement techniques,
chapters dealing with materials like Ferrites, YIGs, Radome
and high Tc superconducting materials which are of current
interest. The editors are fully aware that the coverages are
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not comprehensive either in scope or in depth. The purpose
of this volume is only to acquaint oneself of certain aspects of
a fast developing field. The editors will be grateful for any
comments or suggestions in this endeavour. V. R. K.
MURTHY S. SUNDARAM B. VISWANATHAN Contents
Preface v 1. Materials and Processes in Microwave
Integrated Circuits Fabrication 1 T. Rs. Reddy 2. Materials
and Technology for Microwave Integrated Circuits 30 Bharathi
Bhat and Shiban K. Koul 3.
Provides a comprehensive discussion of planar transmission
lines and their applications, focusing on physical
understanding, analytical approach, and circuit models Planar
transmission lines form the core of the modern highfrequency communication, computer, and other related
technology. This advanced text gives a complete overview of
the technology and acts as a comprehensive tool for radio
frequency (RF) engineers that reflects a linear discussion of
the subject from fundamentals to more complex arguments.
Introduction to Modern Planar Transmission Lines: Physical,
Analytical, and Circuit Models Approach begins with a
discussion of waves on transmission lines and waves in
material medium, including a large number of illustrative
examples from published results. After explaining the
electrical properties of dielectric media, the book moves on to
the details of various transmission lines including waveguide,
microstrip line, co-planar waveguide, strip line, slot line, and
coupled transmission lines. A number of special and
advanced topics are discussed in later chapters, such as
fabrication of planar transmission lines, static variational
methods for planar transmission lines, multilayer planar
transmission lines, spectral domain analysis, resonators,
periodic lines and surfaces, and metamaterial realization and
circuit models. Emphasizes modeling using physical
concepts, circuit-models, closed-form expressions, and full
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derivation of a large number of expressions Explains
advanced mathematical treatment, such as the variation
method, conformal mapping method, and SDA Connects
each section of the text with forward and backward crossreferencing to aid in personalized self-study Introduction to
Modern Planar Transmission Lines is an ideal book for senior
undergraduate and graduate students of the subject. It will
also appeal to new researchers with the inter-disciplinary
background, as well as to engineers and professionals in
industries utilizing RF/microwave technologies.
The definitive text on microwave ring circuits-now better than
ever For the past three decades, the ring resonator has been
widely used in such applications as measurements, filters,
oscillators, mixers, couplers, power dividers/combiners,
antennas, and frequency-selective surfaces, to name just a
few. The field has continued to expand, with many new
analyses, models, and applications recently reported.
Microwave Ring Circuits and Related Structures has long
been the only text fully dedicated to the treatment of ring
resonators. The second edition has been thoroughly revised
to reflect the most current developments in the field. In
addition to updating all the original material, the authors have
added extensive new coverage on: * A universal model for
both rectangular and circular ring configurations *
Applications of ring structures for all types of planar circuits *
A new transmission line analysis * An abundance of new
applications in bandpass and bandstop filters, couplers,
oscillators, and antennas While retaining all the features that
made the original text so useful to both students and teachers
in the field, the second edition seeks to introduce the analysis
and models of ring resonators and to apply them to both the
old and the new applications, including microstrip, slotline,
coplanar waveguide, and waveguide transmission lines.
Based on dissertations and papers published by graduate
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students, scholars, and research associates at A&M
University, Microwave Ring Circuits and Related Structures,
Second Edition is sure to be a valuable addition to both
engineering classrooms and research libraries in the field.
RF and Microwave Transmitter Design is unique in its
coverage of both historical transmitter design and cutting
edge technologies. This text explores the results of wellknown and new theoretical analyses, while informing readers
of modern radio transmitters' pracitcal designs and their
components. Jam-packed with information, this book
broadcasts and streamlines the author's considerable
experience in RF and microwave design and development.
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